**Spelling list: re-prefix**

revise  
I will revise for my exams.

replay  
There would have to be a replay after the game was a draw.

reflector  
I have fitted large reflectors on my bike.

repeat  
The text at the top of a page that is repeated throughout every page of a document is called the Header. The Footer being the same but at the bottom of a page.

rebellion  
A rebellion is open, organized, and armed resistance to a government or ruler.

refresh  
Refresh the web page to get the latest scores.

revenge  
Malcolm wants to take revenge.

retrieved  
The dog retrieved the ball.

return  
The President returned the salute.

review  
The critic gave the show a good review.

remember  
Remember to wash your hair with shampoo.

reaction  
My initial reaction was amazement.

rebound  
The striker let the ball rebound off the post.

retreat  
The soldier hastily made a retreat.

reverse  
You will need to reverse your car out of the drive.

recycling